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HOW TO USE THIS TOOLKIT
In this toolkit you'll find all the links, tools, and resources mentioned in the course! 
Plus some helpful course notes. Most lessons have a corresponding slide in this 
toolkit, but some lessons don't. Don’t worry, it’s not a mistake! You don't need 

any extra resources to put what you learned in those lessons into action.



Sarah Chrisp
Founder, Wholesale Ted

1. Presenting...

YOUR COACH

Sarah Chrisp is the founder of the popular 
ecommerce YouTube channel Wholesale Ted, 
where she shares her tips, tricks & strategies 
she has learned by turning her teenage 
ecommerce side hustle into a 6-figure 
automated business.





This lesson outlines why creativity is important, and why the most successful businesses 
do not just copy what other people do: they find gaps in the marketplace. The goal of 
this lesson is to explain why step-by-step thinking is not the way to go.

Lesson 2 - Why is creativity crucial to success?

This lesson has two purposes: firstly, it is to explain the science behind creativity, and to 
break down the four-step process our brains follow. Secondly, it is to give you an idea of 
what you’ll learn in the rest of the course.

Lesson 3 - The four steps to innovative ideas



This lesson carries on and focuses on the first step, which is gathering information from 
seemingly random sources. In this lesson, you’re challenged to pursue three of 50 
different ways to expand your knowledge, which is crucial to creativity.

Lesson 4 - 50 ideas for combinatory play



LISTEN RANDOM MUSIC ON SPOTIFY
WIKIROULETTE DAILY READ
RUN A 5K OR 10K MARATHON
TRY A NEW FORM OF EXERCISE 

Lesson 4 - 50 ideas for combinatory play

https://www.chosic.com/random-songs-generator-with-links-to-spotify-and-youtube/
http://wikiroulette.co/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vandersw.fivekrun
https://youtube.com/c/ChloeTing


REUSE OR RECYCLE
LEARN A COIN MAGIC TRICK
HOST A MURDER MYSTERY DINNER 
PARTY
LEARN A NEW LANGUAGE

Lesson 4 - 50 ideas for combinatory play

https://www.forgerecycling.co.uk/blog/reuse-glass-jar/
https://youtu.be/Q5HnmuQM-Zs
https://ruthware.com/murdermysterypartygame/
https://ruthware.com/murdermysterypartygame/
https://www.duolingo.com/


Fear, and especially the fear of being wrong, is at the heart of why most of us lose our 
creativity over time, and so addressing this is crucial before we proceed. Learning to 
handle fear and understanding why the fear of failure disrupts creativity is important. If 
you don’t understand this, you won’t be able to grow your business. 

Lesson 5 - Tips for handling fear

This lesson is connected to Step 2: Incubation. Here we’ll talk about how the brain 
synthesizes information to come up with creative ideas. The brain is constantly taking in 
sensory data, which is why the best ideas often happen when you’re in a nice, relaxing 
environment. The brain has to spend less energy processing sensory data and can spend 
time processing creative ideas instead.

Lesson 6 - How to spark “Aha!” moments



Lesson 7 - Eight creativity warm-up exercises

GET MORE INFO

30 EMPTY 
CIRCLES SHEET

BY IDEO

https://www.ideo.com/blog/build-your-creative-confidence-thirty-circles-exercise


RANDOM OBJECT
GENERATOR

TRY IT OUT

Lesson 7 - Eight creativity warm-up exercises

https://perchance.org/object


LEARN MORE

While you may have some of your best thoughts in the shower, you can also actively prime your brain 
for creative ideas by trying these different brainstorming techniques.

Lesson 8 - Five brainstorming techniques

STARBURSTING
WORKSHEET

https://cms-assets.tutsplus.com/uploads/users/23/posts/26952/attachment/starbursting-brainstorming-worksheet.pdf?_ga=2.98590556.331280951.1603836090-1717643107.1603307662


SIMPLE BUSINESS 
STARTUP PLAN

FIND OUT MORE

Lesson 9 - How to turn ideas into business plans

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OL1ddNOuWpzbrEd9prRw9z2qD0dR9vqg1fCmuYpKUpo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OL1ddNOuWpzbrEd9prRw9z2qD0dR9vqg1fCmuYpKUpo/edit?usp=sharing
https://apps.shopify.com/ali-reviews



